Influence maximization in social networks is the problem of finding a set of seed nodes in the network that maximizes the spread of influence under certain information prorogation model, which has become an important topic in social network analysis. In this paper, we show that conventional influence maximization algorithms cause uneven spread of influence among different attribute groups in social networks, which could lead to severer bias in public opinion dissemination and viral marketing. We formulate the balanced influence maximization problem to address the trade-off between influence maximization and attribute balance, and propose a sampling based solution to solve the problem efficiently. To avoid full network exploration, we first propose an attribute-based (AB) sampling method to sample attributed social networks with respect to preserving network structural properties and attribute proportion among user groups. Then we propose an attributedbased reverse influence sampling (AB-RIS) algorithm to select seed nodes from the sampled graph. The proposed AB-RIS algorithm runs efficiently with guaranteed accuracy, and achieves the tradeoff between influence maximization and attribute balance. Extensive experiments based on four real-world social network datasets show that AB-RIS significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in balanced influence maximization.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet technology, online social networks have become the mainstream platform for interpersonal communication, which play an important role for the spread of information, innovation, and influence among its users. Influence Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020 maximization (IM) in social networks is the problem of finding a set of seed nodes in the network that maximizes the spread of influence under certain information prorogation model and thus it has great potential in viral marketing and public opinion analysis. Kempe et al. [7] formulated the influence maximization problem as a combinational optimization problem and proposed a greedy algorithm that yields a (1−1/e) approximate under the Independent Cascade (IC) and Linear Thresholds (LT) diffusion model. Since then, a number of enhanced algorithms [2] [4] [15] [8] [21] were proposed to improve the efficiency and scalability of the greedy algorithm. Recently, Borgs et al. [1] proposed a reverse influence sampling (RIS) based method, which made a theoretical breakthrough on the problem that achieves a near-linear time complexity. Later, several efforts had been made to improve the theoretical bounds with lower complexities [26] [25] [19] [18] .
However, existing methods primarily focused on influence maximization in general networks without considering the attributes attached on the nodes such as race, age, gender, and educational background. Conventional influence maximization in attributed social networks will cause the problem of uneven influence spread among different attribute groups. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , there are 100 users in the original network where 70% are male and 30% are female. A conventional influence maximization algorithm activates/influences 40 users where 80% are male and 20% are female. Clearly the algorithm has more influence on the male group and less influence on the female group, causing uneven spread of influence in the network. Uneven influence spread sometimes could lead to severer bias in the result such as opinion polls for election. An ideal influence maximization algorithm should approach the maximum influence spread while keep it balance among different attribute groups. As suggested in Fig. 1 , it may scarify a few influenced nodes to trade for attribute balance, say activating 38 users where 69% are male and 31% are female. To this purpose, this paper study a novel problem referred to as balanced influence maximization problem: Given an attributed network G, a budget k, find k seed nodes to activate the other nodes in the network, so that the numbers of influenced nodes among different attribute groups are proportional to their original populations, and the total influence spread reaches the maximum.
Solving the balanced influence maximization problem for largescale social network is non-trivial. Since most existing influence maximization approaches [7] [11] [4] rely on Monte Carlo simulation to estimate influence spread, they need to traverse the whole network for influence evaluation, which is highly inefficient. To improve efficiency and scalability, we propose the usage of sampling technique for influence evaluation. Running influence maximization algorithm based on a sampled subgraph clearly can reduce the complexity, but it raises several research issues. (1) It needs an effective sampling approach for the attribute social network that can form a subgraph representation to maintain structural and attribute consistency with the original graph. (2) It requires an accurate influence estimation mechanism to evaluate the influence of a set of seeds on different attribute groups based on the sampled subgraph. (3) It needs to concern the trade-off between influence maximization and attribute balance, so that the influence spread can reach as many nodes as possible, while the influence on different attribute groups are balanced.
To address these issues, this paper propose a sampling based solution to the balanced influence maximization problem in attributed social networks. Firstly, to avoid full network traversal, we propose an attribute-based (AB) sampling method to sample a subgraph from the original one. AB sampling adopts a two-phase sampling mechanism to combine the advantages of both random node and edge sampling, which can preserve the high degree nodes and their structural properties, and keep the proportion of attribute groups consistent with the original network. Secondly, we propose an attributed-based reverse influence sampling (AB-RIS) algorithm to find a set of seed nodes from the sampled graph. The AB-RIS algorithm adopts an estimation approach to estimate influence spread in individual attribute group with guaranteed accuracy, and based on which a greedy algorithm is used to choose seed nodes iteratively to achieve the objectives of influence maximization and influence balance among attribute groups. We evaluate the performance of the proposed solution based on four datasets collected from real world social networks. Extensive experiments show that the proposed solution performs very close to the conventional influence maximization algorithms in influence spread, and it significantly outperforms the state-of-the-arts in the capacity to balance the influence among attribute groups.
The proposed balanced influence maximization algorithm has wide-range implications. It is surely acquired in public opinion dissemination like candidates' political opinions and public policies for different groups of people, which is more important to balance the influence on both majority and minority groups instead of simply chasing the maximum of influence spread.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows.
(1) We identify the balanced influence maximization problem in attributed social networks. We show that the conventional influence maximization algorithms cause uneven spread of influence among different attribute groups in social networks, which could lead to severer bias in public opinion dissemination and viral marketing. We formulate the balanced influence maximization problem, which is novel and fundamental for social network studies.
(2) We proposed a novel attribute-based sampling method for graph sampling. Compared to the conventional graph sampling methods, the proposed AB sampling preserves properties of the graph, which includes the high degree nodes, the order of rankings, and the attribute proportion among different groups. Experimental results show that AB sampling yields much less bias.
(3) We propose an attributed-based reverse influence sampling (AB-RIS) algorithm to solve the balanced influence maximization problem. The proposed AB-RIS algorithm runs efficiently, estimates influence spread with guaranteed accuracy, and achieves the tradeoff between influence maximization and attribute balance. Extensive experiments based on four real world social networks show that AB-RIS significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in balanced influence maximization.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Graph Sampling Methods
To address the complexity of large-scale networks, graph sampling methods have attracted much attention in the recent years. We categorize graph sampling methods into three groups: node sampling, edge sampling, and traversal based sampling.
The node sampling method constructs a subgraph by random node selection from the original graph. The naive way is to randomly select a set of nodes uniformly, which is called Random Node (RN) sampling [10] . Some variants explored non-uniform node sampling strategies such as Random Degree Node (RDN) sampling [10] and Random PageRank Node (RPN) sampling [20] .
The edge sampling method randomly samples edges from the graph independently and uniformly, which is referred as Random Edge (RE) sampling [9] . A slight variant is Random Node-Edge (RNE) sampling [10] : it picks a random node uniformly, and then picks an edge incident to the node randomly and uniformly.
The traversal based sampling method constructs a subgraph by exploring the network from a set of initial nodes. The Random Walk (RW) sampling [22] picks nodes by randomly walking through the network. The Snow-Ball (SB) sampling [5] adds nodes and edges using Breadth-First-Search (BFS) from a randomly selected seed node but stops early once it reaches a particular size. There are some extensions of SBS which include the Forest Fire Sampling (FFS) [10] and the Respondent Driven Sampling (RDS) [3] .
Recently, some works focused on analyzing the statistical properties of sampled graphs and their bias. For example, Stumpf et al. in [23] showed that random node sampling does not preserve power-law degree distribution. Wagner et al. [29] showed that different sampling techniques have bias in capturing the expected centrality of nodes.
Influence Maximization Algorithms
In the last decades, the problem of identifying a set of influential users in social networks gradually received more and more attention by the academia and industry. Kempe et al. [7] formulated the influence maximization (IM) problem as a submodular optimization problem, and proposed a greedy algorithm to get a (1 − 1/e) Technical Presentation WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA approximate solution. Leskovec et al. [11] improved the greedy method with the lazy-forward heuristic (CELF), which took advantage of the submodular property to reduce the number of evaluations on the influence spread of individuals. Goyal et al. further optimized the strategy and proposed CELF++ [4] which reduced the times of Monte Carlo simulation for influence evaluation. Some studies tried to solve the problem through a series of heuristic algorithms based on degree centrality or other structural properties [7] [15] [2] . Liu et al. [15] developed a quantitative metric named Group-PageRank to quickly estimate the upper bound of the social influence based on this linear approach. Recently, Borgs et al. [1] proposed a reverse sampling method for influence maximization, which made a theoretical breakthrough on the problem by presenting a near-linear time algorithm under the independent cascade (IC) model. Later a few algorithms [26] [25] [19] were proposed to improve the algorithm with better bounds.
Different from the existing works, this paper focuses on the balanced influence maximization problem, a novel problem that tends to maximize the total social influence while keeps the influence balance among users with different attributes. We propose an attribute-based reverse influence sampling (AB-RIS) algorithm that can solve the balanced influence maximization problem efficiently in large-scale social networks.
PROBLEM FORMULATION 3.1 Problem description
We here model a social network as an undirected weighted graph
representing the probability that u and v influence each other. Let S ⊆ G be a set of seed nodes with size |S | = k.
In this paper, we adopt the most widely used diffusion model called Independent Cascade (IC) [7] to explain our algorithm. Note that the proposed approach can be extended to other influence diffusion models without difficulty.
The IC diffusion process runs round by round to activate/influece nodes in the social network: starting from a set of initial nodes S, the model spreads influence to the neighboring nodes with the probability proportional to the edge weight. In the diffusion process, we refer to S as the seed set, and the size of |S | = k as the budget. For the convenience of expression, we follows the uniform independent cascade (UIC) model proposed by Kempe [7] where an equal influence probability p is attached to each edge between two vertices, i.e, W (u, v) = p, ∀(u, v) ∈ E. Let I(S) be the number of nodes that are activated when the diffusion process converges. We call I(S) the influence spread of S under the UIC diffusion model. Further more, in an attributed social network, each node is attached with an attribute from an attribute set Ψ = {ψ 1 ,ψ 2 , · · · }, whereψ i are non-overlapping attributes. For example, the attribute set Ψ = {male, f emal } indicates that the node maybe either male or female in gender. We further define the influence spread on an attribute ψ i as the number of activated nodes with attribute ψ i , which is denoted by I ψ i (S) (i = 1, 2, · · · ) accordingly. Clearly
be the set of nodes with attribute ψ i in graph G. The percentage of influenced nodes for each attribute group can be represented by
|V ψ i | (i = 1, 2, · · · ). To measure the balance of influence spread on different attributes, we introduce the disparity metric D Ψ (S) as:
where the right part measures the difference between the max and min influence percentage on the attributes, and we multiply it by n (the size of the graph) to avoid the value being too small. With the above definitions and notations, we formally describe the balanced influence maximization problem in the following.
Definition 1 (Balanced influence maximization problem).
Given a graph G with attribute set Ψ and budget k, the influence maximization problem is to find a set S of at most k nodes maximizing
where
According to the definition, the objective of balanced influence maximization problem is to maximize the total expected influence spread, and take disparity as a penalty term to achieve attribute balance. The default value of γ is set to 1 in our paper. Next, we propose a sampling-based approach to solve the problem.
Solution Framework
We propose a sampling based solution to the balanced influence maximization problem. The solution framework contains two subprocedures. Firstly, to avoid direct operation on the original graph, we propose an Attribute-based (AB) sampling method to sample a subgraph from the original one. The sampled graph should contain the high influential nodes in the original graph, and it should keep proportional balancing among different attributes. Secondly, based on the subgraph, an Attributed-based Reverse Influence Sampling (AB-RIS) algorithm is introduced to generate the seed set. The AB-RIS algorithm adopts an estimation approach to estimate influence spread with guaranteed accuracy, and based on which a greedy algorithm is used to choose seed nodes iteratively among attributes to achieve influence maximization and attribute balance. Finally, the seed set is tested on the original graph to show the performance of balanced influence maximization. The details are discussed in the following sections.
BALANCED INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION 4.1 The AB Sampling Method
As discussed in the related work, most graph sampling methods don't take attribute distribution into consideration, which will lead to great bias to evaluate influence spread in an attributed network. The motivation of attribute sensitive sampling is illustrated in Fig.  2 . According to the figure, the original attributed network contains 30% females and 70% males. The top 3 male users (measured by degree centrality) are A → B → C, and the top 3 female users are D → E → F . When we apply the random walk sampling method without considering attributes, we obtain 40% females and 60% males in the sampled subgraph, and the top 3 male users and female users become A → G → B and D → H → E accordingly. The literature [29] showed that it is very common that sampling methods cause big bias in estimating attribute proportions and node degree rankings.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose the attribute-based (AB) sampling method to overcome the drawbacks. The objective of AB sampling is to preserve the following three properties. (1) It preserves the high-degree nodes of the original graph, which are the potential seeds for influence spread. (2) It preserves the attribute proportions. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the subgraph by AB sampling should contains 30% females and 70% males as the original graph does. (3) It preserves the ranking order of the degree centrality. As the example in Fig. 2 , the top 3 male and female users obtained by AB sampling should be consistent with the original graph.
The AB sampling method generates a sampled graph G s from the original graph G by two stages: expansion and reduction, which are explained below.
Expansion Stage:
(1) Initialization: we first sample a subset of nodes V s ⊆ V uniformly without considering topology information. This corresponds to a node sampling process with probability p s = |V S | /n. Using V s , we can obtain an unbias estimation of the attribute distribution of all nodes in G, denoted by p Ψ = {p ψ 1 , p ψ 2 , · · · }. For example, we can estimate the percentage of males and females in G by V s .
(2) Expansion: After obtaining the initial set V s , we can construct a set of edges
Here E s corresponds to the set of edges that connect to at least one node in V s . We then apply an edge sampling process on E s : each edge in E s is uniformly chosen with probability p e . For each chosen edge
After removing the unchosen edges and nodes, we obtain an expanded graph G s = (V s , E s ). Graph G s has several nice properties. First, since it is formed by edge sampling, a node with higher degree in the original graph will have high chance to be included in G s , which preserves the high degree nodes. Second, since edges in G s are uniformly sampled with equal probability, the number of edges in G s is proportional to the number of edges in G, which preserves the ranking order of the degree centrality. However, attribute proportion property would not be preserved due to expansion, and we further use a reduction stage to amend it.
Reduction Stage:
(1) Compute the attribute distribution in G s , denoted by p
which is the attribute with maximum difference between the sample and the estimation.
(3) If p ′ψ − p ψ i > ξ , where ξ is a predefined threshold, then we remove some node from G s with attributeψ to drive the distribution closer to p ψ i . Specifically, we sort the node with attributeψ in G S by their degrees, remove the lowest-degree node v d from V s , and remove all edges connected to v d from E s . The above processes (1)-(3) are repeated until the sample attribute distribution p ′ Ψ is close enough to the estimated distribution p Ψ . If the size of the sampled subgraph is still larger than the predefined sampling size, the above process can be repeated to remove nodes until the predefined sampling size reaches. To the end, the attribute distribution property will be preserved in the final sampled subgraph G s .
The AB-RIS Algorithm

Preliminary.
Reverse influence sampling (RIS) is an efficient algorithm framework introduced by [1] to find a set of seeds to maximize the influence spread with guaranteed approximate ratio. To describe the RIS framework, we first introduce the following concepts. [26] ) Given a graph G and a node v ∈ G, let д be a sample graph from G obtained by By definition, if a node u ∈ R(v) is chosen as a seed, then it should have a chance to activate v along a certain path in G during information spread. Intuitively, if we generate a number of RR sets for random nodes in G, then the nodes appearing in more RR sets should have higher probability to activate more nodes in G. This can be used to estimate the influence of a seed set: the set of nodes covering more RR sets yields higher probability to spread influence in G. Based on the rational, Borgs et al. [1] proposed a heuristic RIS algorithm to solve the influence maximization problem. The RIS algorithm runs in two steps.
Definition 2. (Reverse Reachable (RR) Set
• Generate a collection of RR sets for random nodes from G.
• Use the greedy algorithm for the maximum coverage problem [28] to select k nodes to cover the maximum number of RR sets, and return the selected k nodes as the seed set.
4.2.2
Attribute-based RIS. Inspired by the RIS algorithm, we propose an attribute-based reverse influence sampling (AB-RIS) algorithm to solve the balanced influence maximization problem. Our approach includes three steps: sampling and influence estimation, attribute-based hypergraph construction, and node selection, which are explained below.
(
1) Sampling and Influence Estimation
In this step, we generate random RR sets for influence estimation under different attributes. For each attribute ψ i , we randomly sample θ i nodes with attribute ψ i from the graph to generate θ i RR sets, denoted by R ψ i , which are used for influence estimation.
Theoretically, the more RR sets are generated, the more accurate the estimation is. However, more number of RR sets means higher computational cost. Therefore it is important to determine the minimum number of RR sets θ i to guarantee the estimation accuracy.
We provide analysis to derive the minimum number of θ i (∀ψ i ∈ Ψ). The following theorems will be used in our derivation. Lemma 1. Given an attribute graph G, a RR set R(v) generated from a random node v with attribute ψ i ∈ Ψ. Assume the number of nodes with attribute ψ i in the graph is n i . For a seed set S ⊂ G, the expected influence spread of S in attribute ψ i , denoted by I ψ i (S), can be estimated by
Lemma 1 is the direct extension of the work of Borgs et al. [1] , and the proof is omitted due to page limit.
According to Lemma 1, the expected influence spread S in attribute group ψ i can be derived by the probability that S intersects R(v). According to definition 3, S ∩ R(v) ∅ is equal to S covers R(v), which probability can be estimated by the fraction of RR sets in R ψ i covered by S. This directly yields the following Lemma.
Lemma 2 says that the influence of a seed set S in an attribute can be estimated by the ratio that S covers the RR sets of the attribute.
Lemma 3 (Chernoff bound [16] ). Let X be the sum of c i.i.d. random variables sampled from a distribution on [0, 1] with a mean µ. For any δ > 0, Pr[X − cµ ≥ δ · cµ] ≤ exp(− δ 2 2+δ cµ) Lemma 3 is the classical Chernoff bound [16] . This lemma will be used to derive the minimum number of RR sets for an attribute to guarantee the estimation accuracy of influence spread. Theorem 1. Consider an attribute graph G where the number of nodes attached with attribute ψ i is n i . Let OPT i be the expected maximum influence in attribute ψ i of any size-k seed set. Let θ i be the number of RR sets generated for attribute ψ i . For ∀ϵ ∈ (0, 1), if θ i satisfies:
Then, for any set S with k nodes, the following inequality holds with at least 1 − 1/(n i ( n k ) ) probability:
Proof. By Lemma 1 , we have
where ρ i is the expected percentage of nodes with attribute ψ i that are influenced by S. We have:
Appling Lemma 3, and the fact that ρ i = E[I ψ i (S)]/n i ≤ OPT i /n i , we have:
Input Θ : {θ i }, the number of RR sets in V ψ i Ψ : the set of attributes Output H : the constructed hypergraph 1: initialize H (R = ∅, V = ∅, E = ∅) 2: for attribute ψ i in Ψ do 3: while |R ψ i | < θ i do 4: choose a node u from V ψ i uniformly at random and mark down the attribute of the node. 5: simulate inverse influence spread, starting from u. Let Z be the set of nodes discovered. 6: generate an RR set based on Z and add it into R ψ i , and add the edges between Z and V to H . ) , that
, and thus we have the inequation 3. Therefore the theorem is proved. □
Hence by the union bound we have the inequality 4 hold simultaneously for all size-k seed sets with probability 1 − 1/n i . Theorem 1 shows that if the generated RR sets exceeds a certain number, the estimation of influence spread based on the RR sets approaches its expectation with high probability. To determine the minimum number of θ i in Eq. 3, we need to know the value of OPT i . There have been plenty of works on estimating the maximum influence of a set of nodes in social networks [26] [12] [14] [17] [13] , which can be applied to estimate the maximum influence on a particular attribute as well. Here we adopt the iterative estimation method in [26] to estimate OPT i .
2) Attribute-based Hypergraph Construction
After generating enough number of RR sets for each attribute ψ i , we construct a hypergraph based on the RR sets. Let V be the set of nodes in G, and R = ∪ i R ψ i be the set of generated RR sets. The nodes of the hypergraph are the nodes in V and all the RR sets in R. For each node v ∈ V , if v covers an RR set R(u) ∈ R, there is an edge from v to R(u). To clearly represent the influence on different attributes, the RR sets are grouped by their attributes.
The detailed algorithm to construct the attributed-based hypergraph is described in algorithm 1.
3) Node Selection
According to the reverse influence sampling mechanism, the probability of influence spread of a node is proportional to the number of RR sets it covers. In the hypergraph, an edge represents the relationship that a node covers a RR set. Therefore the influence of a node can be estimated by its degree in the hypergraph. For a node v ∈ V , let d ψ i (v) be the number of edges from v to the RR sets with attribute ψ i . The total degree of a seed set S regarding attribute ψ i can be calculated by d ψ i (S) = ∑ ∀v ∈S d ψ i (v). According to Lemma 1 , the influence of the seed set S can be estimated by
With these estimations, we design a greedy algorithm to solve the balanced influence maximization problem.
(1) The seed set is initialized as an empty set, and its influence to each attribute is set to 1 (or other small positive real number).
(2) In each round, the algorithm searches for the attribute ψ i with the minimum influence percentage using Eq. (1) and Eq. (5) . Then the algorithm tends to reduce the disparity by improving the influence on attribute ψ i . Specifically, it calculates the degree of each nodes in V regarding attribute ψ i , and the node v with maximum degree |d ψ i (v)| is chosen to expand S, i.e., S = S + {v}.
(3) Removes v and all its covered RR sets from the hypergraph. (4) Repeat (1)-(3) until the budget reaches, i.e., |S | = k. The detailed algorithm is described in algorithm 2. Since in each round the algorithm identifies the maximal disparity attribute and select the node with maximum influence on that attribute, it can achieve influence maximization while balance the influence on different attributes.
We discuss the complexity of the proposed AB-RIS algorithm as follows. As the illustration above, there are three steps in the whole process of AB-RIS. The first step is sampling and influence estimation. In this step we should calculate θ i for each attribute. If we adopt the iterative estimation method in [26] to estimate OPT i , we can obtain the complexity of O((m + n i ) log n i ) for each attribute. Thus for all attributes the complexity is O(
In the second step, the main procedure is to generate RR sets for attribute-based hypergraph construction. Let a i denotes the expected number of random spread to generate an RR set for a randomly selected node in V ψ i . For an attribute Ψ i the complexity is O(θ iāi ). According to [1] ,ā i ≤ m n i OPT i . Together with Theorem 1, we have O(θ iāi ) = O(km log n/ϵ 2 ). Therefore for all attributes the complexity is O(k |Ψ|m log n/ϵ 2 ). In the third step, the complexity of node selection can be easily derived as O(kn) for we process k selection procedures and in each procedure we traverse attributed influence for all nodes. Summarizing the above results, the complexity of AB-RIS is O(k(|Ψ|m + n) log n/ϵ 2 ).
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 5.1 Experimental Settings
Default System Parameters.
Here we present the setting of default system parameters. In the graph model, we set the influence probability on each edge to 0.01 following the uniform independent cascade model proposed in [7] . In the AB sampling method, we set the default node sampling probability as p v = 0.1, and the edge sampling probability as p e = 0.2. In the AB-RIS algorithm, we set the precision parameter ϵ = 0.1. For each system settings, we repeat the experiment for 10 times to obtain the average value for performance evaluation. Input G: the attributed graph; ϵ : the precision parameter ϵ ∈ (0, 1) k : the number of budget; Ψ : the set of attributes Output S * k : the set of selected seed nodes 1: Θ = ∅ 2: for ψ i in Ψ do 3: estimate OPT i 4: compute appropriate θ i and add θ i to Θ 5: construct H = BuildHypergraph(G, Θ, Ψ) 6: S * k = ∅ 7: while |S * k | < k do 8 :
remove v and all its connected nodes with their edges 11: These datasets are chosen to represent the typical networks from different domains. For each dataset, we consider binary attribute observed on each node (e.g., male or female). According to their attributes, the nodes in the network can be divided into two groups with uneven sizes: the majority and minority. The statistics of these networks after data cleaning are summarized in Table 1 .
Performance Metrics.
To evaluate the performance of AB sampling method, we adopt the following two metrics.
• log(nCGR) [29] : the Logarithm Normalized Cumulative Group Relevance (log(nCGR)) is a metric proposed by Wagner et al. in [29] to measure the performance of different sampling methods on social network with attributes. For an attributeψ i , the loд(nCGR) is defined on the top k nodes with highest degree centrality regarding attribute ψ i :
Here rel i v is the relevance of node v defined as the inverse rank of node v normalized by the rank sum of all nodes in the attribute group of ψ i in the original graph. The right part of Eq. (6) plus a small real number 0.001 to avoid division by zero.
The loд(nCGR) metric measures how well the sampled graph preserves the top k degree centrality nodes and their ranking orders. The ideal value of loд(nCGR) is 0, and the larger |loд(nCGR)| means the more bias by the sampling method. • Attribute Deviation (AD): this metric evaluates the capacity of preserving the proportion of the attribute groups in the sampled graph. For an attribute ψ i , the AD value can be computed by
where percentaдe i means the percentage of an attribute group to the total population in the graph. Clearly, the larger AD i means the more deviation in the proportion of the attribute group ψ i .
To evaluate the performance of AB-RIS algorithm, we adopt the following two metrics.
• Activated set size: the total number of nodes activated by the seed set in the original graph, which measures the scale of influence spread.
• Disparity: the difference between the max and min influence percentage on the attributes defined in Eq. (1), which measures the balance of influence spread on different attributes.
Performance of AB Sampling Method
In this section, we evaluate the performance of AB sampling method. We compare the propose AB sampling with several baseline algorithms: the Random Node (RN) sampling [10] , the Random Edge (RE) sampling [9] , the Random Walk (RW) sampling [22] , and the Snow-Ball (SB) sampling [5] . Fig. 3 shows the log(nCGR) metric for top 20% vertices of each attribute in original network for different sampling methods with different sampling ratios. According to the figure, their capacities of preserving the top ranking nodes are different. Random node sampling and edge sampling are weaker than the other three sampling methods. The reason could be that node sampling could not preserve high degree nodes and edge sampling could not preserve their ranking orders. The value of log(nCGR) of AB sampling approaches to 0 in most cases for both majority and minority attributes, which implies that the proposed sampling method can preserve the high degree node and their rankings well. Fig. 4 shows the results of attribute deviation for different sampling methods. We can see that the attribute deviation of both node sampling and AB sampling are always near 0, which means that they are better than the other three sampling methods in the capacity of preserving the attribute ratio. Also, edge sampling, random walk sampling, and snowball sampling tend to sample more nodes of majority than minority, therefore their bias are larger.
Through the results, we conclude that AB sampling is ideal in preserving both structural property and attribute distribution.
Performance of AB-RIS Algorithm
We implemented two versions of AB-RIS algorithm: AB-RIS (100%) and AB-RIS (10%), where the former uses the original graph and the later uses a 10% sampled graph to run the AB-RIS algorithm. We compare the propose AB-RIS algorithm with two other algorithms: (1) Degree [7] : this algorithm selects the top-k nodes with highest degree centrality as seed set. (2) TIM [26] : the state-of-theart algorithm for influence maximization, which enhanced the RIS framework that runs efficiently with approximate guarantee. Fig. 5 shows the total influence spread of different algorithms under different budgets. From the figure, we can see that in UCSC and UPENN datasets the results of all methods are very close. In DBLP, the method of degree heuristic performs much worse than the other two methods, which implies that in academic collaboration networks the users with the most collaborators maybe not the most influential one. AB-RIS (100%) and AB-RIS (10%) perform very close. In all datasets, TIM slightly outperforms AB-RIS. The reason is that TIM seeks maximum influence spread over the whole network, while AB-RIS will sacrifice some influence to balance its spread among different attribute groups. Fig. 6 compares the objective function Eq. (2) of different algorithms. According to the figure, when taking disparity as penalty, the proposed AB-RIS algorithm significantly outperforms the other algorithms. Since TIM and Degree will cause large disparity, their objective function values are the lowest. AB-RIS (100%) performs the best, and AB-RIS (10%) performs close to the best with very low sampling rate, which verifies the effective of the proposed sampling-based solution. Fig. 7 shows he trade-off between maximizing influence spread and minimizing disparity. In the figure, we run simulations with budget ranging from 50 to 100, and draw the 1 − δ elliptic contour of the maximum-likelihood 2D Gaussian distribution. From the figure, TIM has the maximum activated set size, but its disparity is also the highest, therefore its influence spread among different attribute groups is highly unbalanced. The AB-RIS algorithm has much lower disparity than the other algorithms, and its activated set size is comparable to TIM (only slightly lower). Therefore the proposed AB-RIS algorithm achieves better trade-off between maximizing influence spread and minimizing disparity.
To show the efficiency of the proposed sampling-based approach, we compare the computation time of balanced influence maximization algorithms on different datasets. The results are shown in Table 2 . From the table we can see that the sampling process (ABsampling) is very efficient, which is neglectable compared to the time of AB-RIS. Without sampling, for fixed budget k=100, the AB-RIS(100%) algorithm takes dozen of minutes to several hours to calculate the seed set when the sizes of social network are large. Using sampling technology, the computation of AB-RIS(10%) decreases dramatically, which reaches up to 15x acceleration in the UPENN dataset. For the Pokec dataset which contains more than 1 million nodes, the sampling based algorithm can output the seed set with 18 minutes, which is significantly more efficient than the non-sampling algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show that conventional influence maximization algorithms could cause severer bias for influence spread in attributed social networks. To address this issue, we formulate the balanced influence maximization problem and propose a sampling based solution to solve it. The solution framework includes a novel attribute-based graph sampling method called AB sampling, and an attribute-based influence maximization algorithm called AB-RIS. Extensive experiments based on real-world social network datasets show that the proposed solution significantly outperforms the stateof-the-art approaches in balanced influence maximization.
